
The criers bear sad tidings. Queen Grace, beloved sovereign of the land of Hydrafel,
has died without issue. There won’t be any legitimate heirs.

Our in fluenti a l but eccentric monarch ru led for generations without marrying.
Worse sti l l, most of the nobles i n the l i ne of succession were ki l led fighting
the Ogre Incursion a dozen years ago.

Hydrafel is a vast kingdom spanning from the Brentworth Sea     to the Shortback Mountains. Its
wealth lies in the farmlands of the White Hills and the trees of the Elder Forest. The people are
simple and hardworking, but they’ve grown accustomed to strong leadership, peace, and prosperity.

There are many candidates with some claim to the throne. Most have groups of backers,
called Cohorts, that seek to take control of Hydrafel for their own purposes, good or ill.

Great noble houses, merchants’ guilds, churches, wizardly enclaves, and generals at the heads of
vast armies all have their own aspirants to put forward. Other pretenders have sought the
backing of foreign powers and even the Dwarves and Elves at the edges of the kingdom.

The Royal Conclave currently controls the kingdom, but these wizened advisors are like the
cobwebs Queen Grace left behind and a stiff breeze might blow them away. Without a clear
heir, they have called a Grand Council of all the aspirants and their backers to settle the right of
succession. The council will take place just before the Feast of the Gods – a celebration where
the people choose their Holy Champion. You’ll have precious little time to prepare…

The Kingdom of Hydrafel
Team Event

The Calendar of the Coronation
` Parte 1 (0:15): The Storm of Whispers

In which va rious and sundry cohorts form
and choose their candidates for the throne.

` Parte 2 (0:30): The Rivals Ball
In which dances of the most innocent sort revea l
rivalries between indviduals from different cohorts.

` Parte 3 (2:15): The Season of Knives
In which Cl i ams and Favors a re won and lost via
the Titles and dealings of those in the cohorts.

` Parte 4 (0:10): The Grand Council
In which the Lega lmost Hei r to the Throne b ecomes
decided by the holding of the most Claims.

` Parte 5 (0:05): Feast of the Gods
In which the Holy Champion of the People comes
to light due to the holding of the most Favors.

` Parte 6 (0:15): The Coronation
In which the choices of free agents decide whether
the Legal Heir or People’s Champion shall prevail.
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The Storm of Whispers
During this phase, you and your team mates have 15 minutes to create a set of Cohorts,

their agenda and the imaginary candidate they want to put on the throne of Hydrafel.

Agendas and Banners

k Your banner is the general name you and your cohorts are known under, your team name.

Talk with each other and decide what you want to be collectively called.

The box at right has a list of synonyms for “group.”

List the name of your Cohorts on your Banner sheet.

k Make up a “good reason” for your Cohorts

to control the land of Hydrafel.

Anything you claim is as true as you want

it to be, but the winning side writes history!

k Come up with a motto for your Cohorots.

k List each player on your team on the Banner sheet.

k Each member must create a character (see next page.)

k List each player’s character name on the sheet.

k Listing emails is optional, but it’s a great way

to get information about the game.

Example of Play,

Faction Creation:

Rosa, Meg, Emily and Joshua

have formed a team.

They all agree that this setting

sounds like it needs some familiar

fantasy faces and, at Joshua’s

suggestion, they pick Orcs.

Emily wants to play the Orcs

sympathetically, but not as mincing

push-overs or goody-two-shoes.

Meg suggests playing these Orcs as

an immigrant population with less

magic than other species,

stubbornly clinging to a “tough

cannibal” cultural identity but

seeking acceptance. Rosa suggests

something like the Urban League

and the Free Orc League is born.

Each player lists their real name

first and, if they can, their email.

They add their character names

later, when they’ve finished making

them up (which why they’re shown

in grey in the example.)

Kingdom of Hydrafel
Cohort Banner

{Faction Sheet}

Collective Name for your Cohorts:
Banner Motto:

Candidate for the Throne:

Why should your cohorts control the Kingdom of Hydrafel?

Additional History:

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Da free orc league

NOT GOOD! EAT STEEL!

ToRia who iz more queen than orc, mostly

we be more fair and stuff

‘kauze we had gots it plenty hard, too

and we like youse ‘Cept for dem Hobbits

orcs am come from the hard swamps,

but now we stay ‘kauze dere better foods

than people what run away or sue you.

also, we gots der fancy talkin’ clothes

rosa

Glug hobbit-breath

subrosa@dragonriderS.org

meg

raunk elf-beard

n/a

emily

mool dwarf-stench

mle@DOVAS.IOU.edu

Joshua

urf man-WHIFF

godemporerofdune@nwii.com

Synonyms for Group

House, League, Guild, Union,

Alliance, Garrison, Ministry,

Tribe, Clan, Priesthood, Council,

Cult, Friends, Circle, College,

Isle, Lodge, Dungeon,

Warrens, Labyrinth, Dimension,

City, Province, Order, Library,

Pack, Flock, Herd,

Grange, Farm, Village



Example of Play, Title Distribution:

Christie, Mica and Sven have decided to form a faction of only three players, the Magic Shop

Owners Guild. That means they each get four “Titles.”

Christie wants to play Saphirona, a clever but honest alchemist. They decide she should have the

Reknowned Sage, Ogre’s Bane and Friend of the Lowly. They convince her to take Protector of

the People so she’ll have a 2-on-1 ability.

Mica wants to play Mr. Gauntleroy, a fiendish manipulator. The three decide he should get the

Tale Teller and Shadowy Figure buttons as well as Rabble Rouser and Notorious Torturer.

That leaves Sven with Paragon of the Faith, High Commander, Royal Favor and Tournament

Champion, which doesn’t sound like much of a shop keeper. Christie suggests that Sven play a

retired adventurer who now sells the hoard of magical items he collected over the years much

like a high-priced art gallery or, let’s face it, a gun runner.

Sven likes the idea and decides he’s a retired paladin, Sir Weston,

who mainly runs his little shop to fund the Temple of the War Saints.

One-on-One
Titles

Two-on-One
Titles

Three-on-One
Titles

Ogre’s Bane

Royal Favor

Rabble Rouser

Paragon of the Faith

Tournament Champion

Reknowned Sage

Friend of the Lowly

Notorious Torturer

High Commander

Protector of the People

Tale Teller

Shadowy Figure

Each team of Cohorts gets the same set of 12 Titles to distribute (listed below.)

These Titles represent the political, magical and martial influence your character has in Hydrafel.

They will also help you gather resources for your Cohorts in phase 3, The Season of Knives.

For right now, use them as a basis to create your character along the following guidelines:

Titles and Character Guidelines

k Distribute all 12 Titles evenly. If you have three Cohort members, you each get four Titles.

If you have four members in your Cohorts, you each get three Titles.

k No two members of your Cohorts can have the same Title.

Each Title goes to one of your Cohort members and one alone.

k If you can, give each member of your Cohorts at least one of each type of Title.

(One 1-on-1 Title, One 2-on-1 Title and One 3-on-1 Title.)

It’s okay to read ahead (to the Season of Knives) and try to get the best arrangement you can.

k Pick one other player in your Cohorts whose character yours is loyal to.

Your character’s loyalty to this other member cements you into this group.

Discuss what that loyalty is based on with the other character.

Whatever you agree on is now true within the land of Hydrafel.

k Your character must have a name by the end of The Storm of Whispers.

Any name you like will do, but the easier it is to remember, the better.

k Do not make up too much about your character, leave it a little bit vague.

It’s okay to have an idea where you want to go with it, but much of your character’s history,

particularly with other characters outside your Cohort, will be decided in the Rival’s Ball.

k When you are done, fill out a Dance Card and put your character’s name

underneath your real name on your Cohort’s Banner sheet.



The Rivals’ Ball
The Refs will announce you indvidually, by character, at the start of this phase.

Once you have been announced, you should break away from your own Cohorts and mingle

with players from the others, finding out a bit more about each other’s characters and teams.

Your main goal during this phase is to form Rivalries between your character and others.

Rivalries will earn you minor but useful discounts in the next phase.

You can have three rivalries if you’re in a four-person cohort

or four rivalries if there are three people in your cohort.

In order to form a rivalry:

k you must approach a player portraying a character from other cohorts than your own

k say to that player: “I haven’t seen you since…”

k and finish the sentence with an incident where you bested

or embarrassed the other player’s character in some fashion.

k also, hold out one Sovereign to pay the other player.

The player can either:

k accept the Sovereign and acknowledge their past defeat

(record the rivalry on your Dance Card)

k or counter by saying, “As I remember it…”

and then explain how the other character got the better of yours in the end!

f if you accept the counter-narration, you owe the other player two tokens instead of one

(make sure you record the rivalry on both of your Dance Cards.)

f otherwise say: “I think you have mistaken me for someone else.”

then walk away. The narration does not stand, ignore whatever was said.

You can only approach each player in this way once.

(But if you use the “I think you have mistaken me for someone else” phrase,

then the other player can come back later and offer to start a different rivalry with you.)

Example Dance #1:

Dorian Bladeskin (played by Terrance)breaks away from his Cohorts in House Atherdon and

approaches Mool Dwarf-Stench of the Free Orc League (as played by Emily) and says,

“I haven’t seen you since... er...” and goes blank. It happens to the best of us.

“Since we battled each other over the dragon hoard in the Sunken Halls of the Skull Marshes?”

suggests Emily, ever helpful and hoping for her first rivalry.

Terrance smiles gratefully and hands Emily a Sovereign.

They both record the rivalry on their dance cards.

They even note the battle and the Skull Marshes,

which are now part of Hydrafel!

s̀
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Terrence Emily



Example Dance #2:

Saphriona of the Magic Shop Owners Guild (played by Christie) approaches Margrave Edmond

of House Atherdon and says, “I haven’t seen you since you borrowed my fey cauldron and it

turned you into a jackass.” Christie holds out a Sovereign to Sam (Edmond’s player).

Sam does not accept the token and Edmond replies, “As I remember it, you paid quite the stiff

fine for possession of a cursed artifact. But I’m glad to see that your guild has finally ended your

suspension.”

Christie laughs and agrees to the counter-narration.

She pays Sam two Sovereigns and they both

record the rivalry on their Dance Cards.

Example Dance #3:

John, playing Priestess Balsora from the Church of Nabi, sees his friend Rosa on the other side of

the room and rushes over.

When he gets there he looks at her Dance Card and discovers she is playing Glug Hobbit-Breath

of the Free Orcs League. In the voice of Balsora, he says: “I haven’t seen you since we drove you

off the lands of the Fatherly Church.” He holds a Sovereign out to Rosa.

Rosa replies as Glug. “As me remember it, Nabi-Nabis just trying to kill all dem half-orc bastards

der High Priest sired with our women!”

John and his team want their faction, the Church of Nabi, to be above reproach.

He shakes his head, puts his Sovereign back in his pocket.

“I think I’ve mistaken you for someone else,” John says in Priestess Balsora’s voice, “May the

Goddess smile upon you!” John and Rosa then part to seek other rivalries.

If you have spare time during this phase, you may wish to name your stronghold (the area

of the play space assigned to your team by the Refs.) You can do this before the phase begins

or any time during the game.

Naming your stronghold creates a reference point and adds a little something to Hydrafel.

Once you and your Cohorts have named your stronghold, that’s what it was always called

“officially” throughout the kingdom.* Make sure you note it on your Cohort’s Banner.

*Of course, we all know how often people use “official” names.

Your Stronghold

s̀
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Christie Sam

Players with full Dance Cards should return to their stronghold or otherwise separate themselves

within the common play area so that those without full Dance Cards can more efficiently interact.

There are no pre-set limits or approvals-from-Referees needed when establishing rivalries.

In the Kingdom of Hydrafel setting the characters are mainly meant to be rivals, but players may

establish that their characters are also lovers, relatives, or fellow secret-ninja-assassins –

whatever they work out between themselves as long as they follow the mechanics above.



You start this phase at your base, where the Referees will give your cohorts 30 Favors and 30

Claims to be kept at your stronghold.

Red tokens represent Favors. If your cohorts can collect the most Favors by

the end of the Season of Knives, your candidate for the throne will become

the most popular one.

Blue tokens represent Claims. If your cohorts can collect the most Claims by

the end of the Season of Knives, your candidate's bid for the throne will gain

legal authority.

You and your cohorts' goal during the Season of Knives will be to acheive either popularity or

legal authority for your candidate by using your Titles.

About halfway through the Season of Knives, each Cohort will get a “refresh” of 20 tokens of

each color (20 Claims and 20 Favors.) Keep that in mind when constructing your strategy.

Individual Titles are explained on the next few pages, along with examples of how to use them.

But to use any Title, you must do the following:

k Gather allies from other cohorts (if using a 2-on-1 or 3-on-1 Title)

k Go to another cohort's stronghold.

(If there the other stronghold has no Defender, seek a Ref, below.)

k Display the title you're using on your Dance Card.

k Offer the prescribed amount and type of tokens to the Defender.

k Narrate what form the attack takes in the world of the game.

k Pay the tokens you offered, unless the Defender uses counter narration.

(If the Defender counter-narrates, you owe double the Sovereigns.)

You need only seek a Ref(eree) if there's a rules dispute or if no one is at a stronghold to Defend it

when you want to use a Title. If no one is at a stronghold when you arrive with a Ref in tow, the Ref

will call every single one of that stronghold's cohorts back to its defense, making them drop what-

ever they were doing in order to return. So it's a good idea to always leave a cohort at your strong-

hold to defend it. You can change out every half hour when the Refs do their New Moon Counts.

You can pick any of your own cohorts currently at your stronghold as a Defender. The Defender has

the duty of handing out and accepting tokens when a Title is used against your cohorts. Defenders

pay one less token to characters with whom they have a rivalry, so choose carefully.

The Season of Knives



Example Attack #1:

Dorian Bladeskin of House Atherdon is attacking the Church of Nabi. Terrance (Dorian’s player)

takes 3 Claims from his team’s pool goes to the Church of Nabi’s base.

Priestess Balsora (played by John) is the only member of her faction at the base, so she’ll have to

defend. Dorian uses his Friend of the Lowly button and says, “Friends of mine brought me evi-

dence that shows you’re blessing nobles in return for their endorsement of the Holy Child, your

candidate. I spread the word among the poor in your flock.” Terrance holds out 3 Claims {Blue

Tokens} and 2 Sovereigns.

John does not counter narrate because he likes the scene and the Church really needs the Claims.

He’s also heard that Terrance is cheap and wouldn’t pay double. Ever.

Terrance forks over 2 Sovereigns, which John gets to pocket. s̀
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Terrance John

John’s

cohorts

Terrance’s

cohorts

Pay 5 Sovereigns to the target cohorts in exchange

for 8 of their Favors to take back to your own.

Tournament Champion
Be it martial or magical skill, you excel

in competition ...and everyone trusts a winner.

As a diligent researcher or savvy collector

of information, you know much that is secret.

You’ve been around and have many friends

outside the court. Few would speak ill of you …in public.

You pay 3 Favors {Red} and 2 Sovereigns

{White} for 5 Claims {Blue.}

Notorious Torturer

Pay 5 Sovereigns to the target cohorts in

order to take 8 of their Claims away

(and keep them for your own cohorts.)

Reknowned Sage

Friend of the Lowly

You pay 3 Claims {Blue} and 2 Sovereigns

{White} for 5 Favors {Red.}

You vs. the Target Cohorts
1-on-1 Titles

Then hepays the 3 Claims to John.

John puts the 3 Claims in his faction pool.

He gives Terrance 5 Favors (red tokens.)

x 3

x 5

Sanctity of Participation
No narration for an attack of a defense may remove another player’s character from participation

in the game. You may describe dire-seeming injuries and captures, but nothing that permanently

removes the character from the story; No deaths without resurrection; No prison without escape.

In other words, you may not use your narrative rights to kill off another player’s character.

You may not send them so far away they can’t return. You may not permanently silence others.

This is the intent of the rules. Each player gets to participate right up until the Coronation in the

sixth phase of the game. Direct elimination is not a valid strategy in this game.



You know how rumours spread

and you can turn opinions into “facts.”

Tale Teller

Pay 2 Favors (with the help an Ally) to the target

Cohorts. You must also pay 3 of your own

Sovereigns. In return you get 6 total Claims

(that’s 3 Claims each for you and your Ally.)

Most of the criminal underworld

still fears and respects you.

You have a well-trained fighting force

which awaits your orders.

Shadowy FigureHigh Commander

Pay 5 Favors (with an Ally’s help) to a target.

You must also pay 1 Sovereign of your own.

The target faction must then give you and your

Ally 10 total Claims (that’s 5 Claims apeice).

Pay 5 Claims (with an Ally’s help) to the target

cohorts. You must also pay in 1 Sovereign of

your own.  The target must then give you and

your Ally 10 total Favors (that’s 5 apeice).

s̀
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John Sam
John’s

cohorts

Sam’s cohorts

Example Attack #2:

Priestess Balsora is looking for revenge on House Atherdon.

She wants to use her Protector of the People ability, so she talks to Saphriona of the Magic Shop

Owners Guild.

Christie (Saphriona’s player) knows that her team is working to get Favors, so she offers to pay

the full cost in Claims for the attack.

John quickly agrees and Christie ducks aside to pull the tokens

from her faction’s pool at the Magic Shop Owner’s Guild stronghold, the Guildhall (a table by the

door that has a “Closed” sign on it.)

They approach House Atherdon’s base where Terrance and Sam are waiting. Since Sam’s charac-

ter, Edmond, has a rivalry with Saphriona, he decides to defend.

John gets a bit stuck on what to narrate, so Sam and Christie roleplay Edmond arguing with

Saphriona. Christie suggests that Balsora use the distraction to preach to House Atherdon’s serfs

about the sinful ways of House Atherdon’s candidate for the throne. John says, “Okay, so that’s

what happens!”

Christie’s cohorts

You and an Ally from a different Cohort vs. the Target Cohorts
2-on-1 Titles

You look out for the less fortunate and they

love you for it.

Protector of the People

Pay 2 Claims (with the help an Ally from any

other Cohort) to the target Cohorts. You must also

pay 3 of your own Sovereigns. In return you get

6 total Favors (that’s 3 Favors each for you and

your Ally to take back to your own Cohorts.)

x 2 x 3

x 3

Sam decides to put up a fight. “Dame Chiswick has forbidden the

worship of Nabi on our lands. I have no choice but to put your

converts to the sword... with a tear in my eye, of course.”

He smiles evilly and holds out his hand.

John gives a mock gasp as Balsora and gives Sam

6 Sovereigns. Christie gives Sam 2 Claims and Sam puts

the blue tokens in the team pool. He pockets the six whites.

He then gives 3 Favors to John  and only 2 Favors

to Christie due to their Rival characters.



You and two Allies (from two different Cohorts) vs. the Target Cohorts

Rabble Rouser

Pay 3 Claims (with the help of 2 Allies, each with

different cohorts) to a target. You must alsp pay

1 of your own Sovereigns. Doing this will earn 9

total Favors (that’s 3 Favors for you and 3 Favors

apeice for each of your Allies.)

Pay 3 Favors (with the help of 2 Allies from

different cohorts) to a target. Also pay 1 of your

own Sovereigns. In return, you will get

9 total Claims (that’s 3 Claims each for you

and both your Allies.)

You’re a hero of the last war and the people

haven’t forgotten.

Your years of piety have paid off

– the temples will stand behind you.

You were favored by Queen Grace

and you don’t let others forget it!

You can whip public sentiment up

until it froths into an angry mob.

Paragon of the Faith

Ogre’s Bane Royal Favor

Pay 9 Claims (with the help of 2 Allies, each

with different cohorts) to a target. You must

aslo pay 4 of your own Sovereigns.

In return, you get 15 total Favors (that’s

5 Favors each for you and both your Allies.)

Pay 9 Favors (with the help of 2 Allies, each with

different cohorts) to a target. You must also pay

4 of your own Sovereigns. This will get you

15 total Claims (that’s  5 claims for you and

5 Claims apeice for each of your Allies.)

Example Attack #3:

The Magic Shop Owners Guild is struggling to win Favors late in the game. Looking at the other

teams’ counts, they think they need to take Favors from the Church of Nabi to pull ahead.

Christie’s character, Saphriona, has the Ogre’s Bane ability, but only

5 Sovereigns – enough for the attack, but not for any counter-narration.

She asks Mica, one of her teammates, and he gives her the 3 Sovereigns she needs to cover

herself in exchange for a promise to take over Defending the Stronghold as soon as she’s done.

As Christie’s out recruiting allies for the attack, John (who plays Priestess Balsora from the

Church of Nabi) comes up to her seeking another alliance.

Saphriona says, “I’ve no time, I’m in mourning for the Queen,” the ritual escape phrase.

John nods and moves on, but he’s knows something’s up. He looks towards the Church of Nabi

stronghold, now named “The Cathedral,” and realizes there’s no one there!

He rushes back to take the post of defender before his team captain’s “big deal” is ruined by an

attack on their unguarded base.

Saphriona recruits Edmond from House Atherdon (played by Sam) and Glug of the Free Orcs

League (played by Rosa). They need to come up with 9 Claims for the attack. Christie knows

thinks she can commit  to 2 Claims, despite a dwindling supply. Sam is secure in his team’s

numbers and offers 4 if Rosa will pay the other 3, which she agrees to provide.

3-on-1 Titles

...continued on next page



Sam’s

cohorts

Rosa’s

cohorts

Christie’s

cohorts

target*

*Dave’s

cohorts

x 9 x 5 x 5

x 5

They all return to their strongholds to pull Claims from their pools and, fortunately, they all have

enough. Their characters set out for the Church of Nabi’s “Cathedral” stronghold together.

Christie was expecting to confront John’s character, Balsora, but he’s gone and Dave’s character

Deacon Twain, is now overseeing the defense of the Church’s stronghold. In other words, he’s

sitting down at his cohort’s table having a breather.

“You may not enter here,” says Deacon Twain, as lordly as he can manage with a half-full pop

in his hand, “you are not of the Faith.”

Both Saphriona and Glug Hobbit-Breath have rivalries with Deacon Twain. Because of that

Christie’s not so sure this attack will take enough Favors away from the Church of Nabi to put

her team ahead, but they decide to go ahead with the attack.

Rosa says, in her best Glug-ish: “Me chase this bad priest here, you no give him sanctuary.”

She pantomimes giving Edmond a push.

“I call upon the articles of brotherhood for all priests,” says Edmund. They commence

describing a staged fight in the church and detail the shocked expressions of the worshippers

inside. The allies offer the 9 Claims to the Church of Nabi to do this.

“I’m amplifying the sound of the fight with a magic box from the Temple of the War Saint’s Junk

Shop,” says Saphriona, playacting the action. Christie offers Dave 4 Sovereigns.

“Ah, but the Church was made ready for this,” says Deacon Twain,  “I was warned to wait here

when Balrosa saw you conspiring.” He goes on to describe his goddess filling the square outside

with the calming music of thousands of chanting angels.

s̀
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Christie
Dave

Christie pays the additional 4 Sovereigns to complete the attack.

Dave takes the 9 Claims offered earlier and  gives Sam 5 Favors,

but only pays 4 Favors each to Christie and Rosa due to their rivalries.

Example Attack #3:  continued



The Grand Council and The Feast of the Gods
The Refs will gather every player together from all the Cohorts for these two phases.

No more Claims or Favors can be earned at this point.

It is the responsibility of each Cohort to count up all their tokens and present these totals to the

Refs. While these counts are very important, they do not directly determine the winner, they will

just influence who has the most say in each of the following three phases.

This part of the game has a formal script to follow, but your answers will be entirely up to you.

Choose a team captain to answer the questions based on the consensus of the rest of your group.

The answers your team gives will alter the story of the game. Each one is considered a fact in the

land of Hydrafel, a fact that does down in the history of the coronation.

The answer you give may not remove other player’s characters or their candidate from the game.

There is some advantage in the narration rights to having either the most or the least of each basis

for judging (Claims during the Grand Council and Favors during the Feast of the Gods.)

Example Count for Phases 4 and 5:

The teams gather together and Robin, the Head Ref, begins asking the final questions.

The Magic Shop Owners Guild choose Christie as their Team Captain. The Church of Nabi appoint

Dave as their Team Captain. The House of Atherdon pick Sam and The Free Orc League pick Rosa.

Since the Magic Shop Owners Guild had the fewest Claims (none), he asks them the first question.

“Who in your faction was forcibly expelled before the Grand Council began,” he asks, “and why?”

The Magic Shop Owners whisper together for a second and Christie answers for her cohorts. “My

character, Saphriona,” she says, “was expelled for attempting to plant scrying eyes in the Hall.”

Robin then asks the Church of Nabi and House Atherdon other questions which define what happened

at the Grand Council, as remembered in the history books of Hydrafel.

Robin quiets everyone down before he asks the final question

of the Free Orcs League, who got the most Claims during the Season of Knives. “What did your

candidate say that swayed the Grand Council in your favor?”

“While I may be only a girl of 14 years, know that I am the true daughter of Queen Grace and that

Glug will be a wise and noble regent until

I am of age,” Rosa answers in a different voice from Glug, this time. This is greeted with an equal

measure of applause, boos, and laughter.

Phase five, The Feast of the Gods, proceeds much like The Grand Council, only it is based on

Favors, which House Atherdon got the least of (earning the first question) and The Church of Nabi

got the most of (so the Church would get the last question in the Feast of the Gods.)

Robin asks Sam the first question of The Feast, which House Atherdon answers as “Edmund takes

up the mantle of protector, hoping to get close enough to assassinate the Holy Child.” But since the

Holy Child is the Church of Nabi’s candidate, that’s as far as Sam’s answer can go.

Robin asks the last question of the Church of Nabi, who use it to proclaim their Holy Child the

popular choice for ruler of Hydrafel, if not the legal one. But it’s not over yet...



The Coronation
The Refs will also guide the last phase of the game, the Coronation.

Each player will then vote with their remaining Sovereigns for either the winner of the Grand

Council (the legal heir to the throne) or the winner of the Feast of the Gods (the people’s choice.)

(If your team won either phase, you must vote for your own team.)

When you vote, you must explain what your individual character does to help the candidate you

have chosen (or what your character does to hinder the candidate you did NOT choose.)

Each of the two finalist teams must then write out their own alternate endings, what happens if

that Cohort wins and what happens if that Cohort loses, and give these to the Refs. Expect to read

the appropriate ending aloud after the Refs count up the Sovereigns to determine the winner.

Example Coronation:

Robin has the two team captains, Rosa and Dave, come to the front of the room.

Robin gives Rosa the blue bag has her hold it in front of her and he has Dave hold the red bag in

front of him. Every member of the Free Orcs League puts that player’s remaining Sovereigns in

Rosa’s blue bag. At the same time, every member of the Church of Nabi puts that player’s remaining

Sovereigns in the Red Bag.

“Come forth and say your peace,” Robin says, improvisin, “whenever the hydra moves you!”

Christie, Sam, and Terrance from the previous examples are all free agents now as their teams did

not win in Claims or Favors.

Terrance strides up and says, “Dorian Bladeskin attacks the Free Orc League camp outside of the

city walls and slaughters a hundred orcs, bringing sympathy to the league.” He drops his Sovereigns

into the blue bag. This surprises many in the room, but none object to his narration as his actions

were in character even if the results favored his character’s enemies.

A few others step forth before Christie takes her turn. She’s out of Sovereigns but she mimes dropping

some in the red bag. Voting with nothing is still a vote. “Saphriona stands by the Church of Nabi

and makes quite a profit winning a contract to supply ever-burning candles in return.” One other

free agent objects to Saphriona’s profiting when Christie actually contributed nothing, but no one

seconds him and Christie’s narration stands.

Sam waits until he’s the only one left, “Edmond joins the Holy Child’s bodyguard and he dies after

a change of heart, saving the baby from an orc assassination attempt.” He strikes a heroic pose and

gets some oohs and aahs as he drops his Sovereigns in the red bag.

Robin takes the red bag and the blue bag back to the other Referees with a ceremonial nod. “Your

actions have created the future,” he says, “let’s find out what it might have been.”

He hands two index cards to Rosa. “Have the Free Orc League write down how their candidate, the

young Toria, ascends the throne on the first card. Then put your heads together and write down how

she might lose it on the second card. Either one might happen.” He does the same for Dave, having

the Church of Nabi write their own alternate endings.

At the end of the game, Rosa reads the Free Orc League’s winner ending to the rest of the players.


